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Summary:
This paper outlines a workflow for moving content from tapes written by Quantum ASeries drives to the larger and more open tar format Cache-A tapes. The procedure
outlined here will work for all models of Quantum A-Series including the SDLT-600A,
the LTO-3A and the SuperLoader versions of those drives. This process is
straightforward and easy to do and would be expected to require anywhere between 3 and
6 hours per Quantum tape depending upon size, number of files, and network conditions.
Procedure:
1. Connect both your Cache-A and Quantum devices to your local network and
configure their IP addresses/DHCP appropriately. Consult each products’ user
manual if you don’t know how to do this.
2. Access the Cache-A share on your desktop, load a tape and locate the VTAPE
folder within the share that represents the tape – PC users should mount the share
using “map a network drive” to a drive letter. It may be useful at this time to give
the tape an appropriate name for the media to be copied to it (do this from the
Cache-A web page, file manager page, Rename item from the Menu button
dropdown).
3. Access the Quantum A-Series web page and log in normally with username: root,
password: password.
4. In the “Local” column, find the VTAPE folder: On a Mac, this will be under
/Volumes/VTAPE/tapename, on a PC, use the Drive dropdown menu to select the
drive letter you used to map the Cache-A network drive

Cache-A Share on PC mapped as drive K:\ with default media ID named VTAPE folder
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5. Load the Quantum Tape to be copied and use the “Connect” button in either
column to display the contents of that tape
6. Select all the files on the Quantum tape and drag-and-drop them onto the Cache-A
VTAPE folder.
7. Allow the transfer to complete and assure that the Quantum Summary report was
successful.

Transferring All Files from a Quantum Tape to the Cache-A VTAPE
Notes:
Two Quantum tapes should fit per Cache-A LTO-4 tape but you should use caution and
note the “Free Space” report at the bottom of the Quantum Tape column. If this value
exceeds 375GB on both tapes, it may be possible for two very full LTO-3A tapes to
overfill a Cache-A tape due to overhead. Use the Cache-A tape information after the first
tape and avoid putting more than 750GB on a Cache-A LTO-4. Similar rules apply for
LTO-5 – four Quantum tapes will normally fit, but avoid putting more than 1450GB on
an LTO-5 tape.
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